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Why Geant4?
Competition from EGSnrc, MCNPX, FLUKA.
Especially EGSnrc: while our EM is considered good enough 
for clinical work, EGSnrc is considered to have slightly more 
accurate electron scattering and Bremsstrahlung, and EGSnrc 
claims much better speed than Geant4. 

However we have a huge numbers of users.

Advantages of Geant4:
All particle
Complex geometry
Fields (though reports are that EGSnrc has added this)
4D
Modern Language
Free



Requested Input From:

Geant4 North American Medical Users Org
(170 email addresses, mostly in north america,
but some elsewhere)

Various others: Takashi Sasaki, Akinori Kimura, 
Fred Currell, Yamashita Tomohiro, Toshiyuki Toshito, 
Paul Keall, Pedro Arce, Shirin Enger



List I Wrote Myself

Increased accuracy in clinical x-ray and electrons
(to close the small but measurable accuracy gap 
between Geant4 and EGS in Bremsstrahlung and large angle 
electron scattering).

Increased speed in all of our computations.

Better physics in prompt gamma emission for proton therapy.

Geant4-DNA is of interest to all medical users,
but I defer to Sebastien’s to discuss these issues



SPEED

Boundless appetite for speed in imaging and dose calculation.

Increased resolution of imaging drives the field towards 
reduced treatment margins, hence more fine-grained dose 
calculation 

MPI

MT

GPU



Youming Yang, Univ of Wisconsin
Better support for medical physics related data files, specifically the DICOM and 
DICOM-RT standards.
The DICOM sample code is somewhat helpful, but awkward to use and from my 
experience only supports a very narrow subset of non-compressed  dicom 
modalities

A standardized or possibly built-in phase-space option, as we have with the 
scoring using sensitive detectors in lieu of user stepping and analyses managers.
While the IAEA phase-space was good for what it did, the space-saving design 
features necessitate scoring only at a planar surface, defined in the header file, 
and results in performance that does not follow what the iaea-phasespace 
standard itself specifies.



Fred Currell, Queen’s Univ. Belfast
Ability to easily know the element in a mixed media which was involved in an 
interaction. This would allow some nice multi-scale work where a macroscopic 
calculation could draw on results from a nanoscale calculation,
e.g. in nanoparticle dose enhancement.
I suspect it would also be useful in some splitting techniques one might dream 
up for imaging work.

Push to lower energy for EM processes.

More materials or user ability to create them in things like Geant4-DNA



Brad Oborn, Univ. Wollongong
Increasing interest in MRI-guided stuff.
- EGSnrc now has B-fields in an easier way (I think)
- Recent paper showing B-field benchmarking for Monte Carlo....(in PMB or MP 
in the last 2 months somewhere..)

Improved clarity in the magnetic field transport parameters and how to set 
them. It is already fairly good for advanced G4 users however there are going 
to be more users than ever that don't have clue but just want to simulate MRI-
something (I know, they just need to use TOPAS!).
Perhaps the simplest way would be to provide examples with this functionality 
and make comments on what it does etc etc. Then detail what is required for 
medical physics applications.
I expect you would get a similar response to the physics list "StandardOption3" 
for medical applications. Everyone would just use it and quote it.



Susanna Guatelli, Univ. Wollongong
Heavy Ion Therapy: more documentation on how to switch multifrag and Fermi-
Break-up model for each different hadronic ion approach

Provide a medical physics example running on GPU



Daren Sawkey - Varian Medical Systems
Accurate simulation of photoneutron production in giant dipole resonance

A example of NestedParameterised volumes in parallel world
(to test, e.g., the negative index bug)

Ongoing validation of e.g. bremsstrahlung

Don't make it any more complicated
(the step to multithreading is probably at the limit for medical physics)

A combination of GeometryHasBeenChanged (will reoptimize entire volume 
before BeamOn) and ReoptimizeMotherOf (will reoptimize on volume, now) to 
reoptimize only one volume, before BeamOn

Option for overlap testing between real and parallel world where both have 
mass pointers (i.e. want /geometry/test/run to find overlaps when there is mass 
pointer for parallel world volume but not when no mass pointer is defined)
[This may be possible, but I don't think I explained it well before]

Phase space input/output



Geant4’s Message Back to 
the Medical User Community

Explain to them how we are funded
and how this then affects what we can focus on

Encourage them to “step up to the plate”



Search for Geant: about 54 talks and posters
http://www.aapm.org/meetings/2015AM/PRSearch.asp?
type=Full+Text&txtWords=Geant&btnSubmit=Submit
+Search&mid=99

Search for TOPAS: 27 talks and posters
http://www.aapm.org/meetings/2015AM/PRSearch.asp?
type=Full+Text&txtWords=topas&btnSubmit=Submit
+Search&mid=99

Huge number of Geant4 user talks at the latest annual meeting 
of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)


